
TOPIC:

Successful sports professionals can earn a great deal more money than people in other 
important professions. Some people think this is fully justified while others think it is 
unfair.

Discuss both these views and give your own opinions.

Give reason for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge 
or experience.

Nowadays, as a result of constant media attention, sports professionals are obtaining 
more attention among people from all around the world. However, it is true that they do 
not contribute too much to a society such as scientists. This essay will provide discussion 
over both sides of this controversial issue.

Earning a great deal of money, sports professionals is are the hard workers in their 
respective field. They spare no effort for the success of their own and their team. That 
person people with real talent in the field are very few is the reason of why they are 
worth the deal. Even more, a player relatively has a short career and they have to deal 
with massive competition in this period. In addition, the pressure of media is intense in 
their lives, hence their little privacy out of the spotlight. All of these factors may justify 
result in their huge reward.

On the flip side, a majority of people feels this reality is an injustice. They argue that super 
salaries given to athletics are unfair. Furthermore, when they compare the income of 
rewarded scientists with football players, the result is dreadful. Not only do media show 
less interest in focusing on their the former’s work, but also people tend to ignore their 
achievements. Admittedly, life would be difficult without doctors, professors and other 
professionals.

All in all, personally I believe that the amount of money such sports starts make is 
justified/acceptable and they deserve such an income. Talents must be paid with huge 
amounts of money. Nonetheless, every individual should realize value people who 
provide a vital service to communities.


